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ABSTRACT
One of the purposes of the DYNAMAP project is the development of low cost sensors, which allow a
widespread and continuous noise monitoring. Consumer microphones have been disruptively introduced in
the audio market since 70's as prepolarized electret condenser. At the beginning of 2000 a second revolution
started in microphone’s industry with the introduction of MEMS devices. Both those kind of microphone are
available in low cost versions and they could be used for the production of Class I instruments. Nevertheless
they are not commonly implemented in outdoor noise monitoring systems because of their lack of stability
over long time periods when exposed to environmental agents. In this study an evaluation of low cost
microphones performances over time is presented, in order to find markers that point out when the
measurement chain specifications are falling out of standards requirements of IEC 61672. More in detail, the
testing phase is carried out by measuring electrical floor noise distribution and frequency response variations
when the sensors are exposed to simulated stress conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Microphone industry is going through a phase of exponential growth, where MEMS are reaching

performance fully comparable to those of microphones used in class 1 instrumentation. In fact it is
possible to find both a satisfactory frequency response in the range from 10 Hz to 20 kHz and floor
noise below 30 dB (A). In particular, the floor noise value is bound to fall down to 22 dB(A) according
to (1).

These components are produced by manufacturers over a limited period of time, sometimes just
necessary to design and develop an environmental monitoring system, as they are quickly superseded
by new ones with higher performance; hence they become technologically obsolete.

Carrying out a long-term study on microphones deterioration, representative of a temporal window
of five years (that is the overall updating time of acoustic maps according to 2002/49/CE directive (2)),
would require one or two years; and during this period the component would be already outdated.

It is therefore necessary to identify quicker evaluation methods able to determine how the acoustic
parameters of the microphones are changed under the influence of physical and chemical agents
typically encountered in urban and suburban environments, such as dust, gases, temperature, humidity,
etc. Furthermore, a remote diagnosis method of the microphones health status has to be defined, so
they can be promptly replaced.

Procedures for product aging simulation in a climatic chamber or in a gas chamber still exist.
Testing procedure and testing parameters are standardized under national and international standards,
such as ISO 9227 (3). These standards describe the necessary information to carry out this test; testing
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Indeed, the related standard deviation was found to be less than 0.05 dB in the frequency band
ranging from 40Hz to 3kHz and less than 0.1 dB for frequencies ranging from 3 kHz to 15 kHz. In the
remaining frequency band, from 15 kHz to 20 kHz, the standard deviation was lower than 0.5 dB.

In order to assess the influence of the external noise on the floor noise evaluation, a residual noise
spectrum measurement was made inside the test chamber. An overall value of 17 dB(A) was found.
Such a value is sufficiently low to avoid the influence of external noise events in the floor noise
measurements. A comparison between a class 1 instrument and a low cost microphone floor noise is
shown in figure 4.

Figure 4 – Third octave band spectral values of floor noise for a class 1 instrument (blue) and a low
cost microphone (red).

4. ANALYSIS METHOD
Analyses were performed using a Hanning window and a blocksize of 1024 samples, corresponding

to a constant bandwidth of 43 Hz. Values were normalised in order to achieve a 0 dB value at 1 kHz in
the frequency spectra taken before the artificial aging process. The same normalisation value was
applied to the post aging measures, in order to evaluate possible shifts in sensitivity. Averages were
performed on multiple spectra in audio segments 20 seconds long, obtaining an averaged spectrum
result stable within ±0.1 dB for each frequency band. Finally the modulus of the FFT was displayed in
a frequency range from 40 Hz to 20 kHz.

A spectral analysis was carried out with the aforementioned criteria for both the test noise and the
floor noise evaluation.

5. RESULTS AND COMMENTS
In figure 5 the frequency response of the microphones before and after the fast aging process are

shown. In particular, on the right hand side the results related to the MEMS are illustrated, while on the
left hand side the results related to the electret microphones are reported.

As it can be seen, the frequency response of MEMS after the artificial aging process is almost the
same. Some slight difference around 0.3 dB was observed in the high frequency region only for
microphone (M4).

More variable is the frequency response of the electret microphones before and after the aging
treatment. Different offsets can be observed, ranging from 0.25 dB (E3, only in the low frequency
region) to 0.75 dB (E1) over a good portion of the frequency spectrum.

The strong inhomogeneity in the electret spectra can be explained by their production process,
typically showing very low repeatability. This is also well displayed by the MEMS data, where their
almost identical response can be seen as consequence of being built in almost identical batches.

A similar phenomenon is depicted in figure 5, where once again the electret microphones show a
different behaviour, that is not appreciable in MEMS.
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Figure 5 – FFT modulus of 20 second test noise signal normalized to 0 dB at 1 kHz. Left:
frequency response of the four electret microphones (E1 - E4); right: frequency response of MEMS
(M1 - M4). Before aging measures in blue, after aging in red.
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In figure 6 the results related to the floor noise measurements are shown.

Figure 6 – FFT modulus of 20 second floor noise signal, normalised to 0 dB at 1 kHz. Left: floor
noise spectra of the four electret microphones (E1 - E4); right: floor noise spectra of MEMS (M1 - M4).
Before aging measures in blue, after aging in red.
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As it can be seen, an unexpected and still unexplained behaviour of the MEMS microphones was
observed. In details, the spectra related to all evaluated samples, with the only exception of M1, show
lower values after the aging process of about 0.5 dB.

Furthermore, spike occurrences have been observed in the after aging signals achieved from the
MEMS microphones, in particular for every sample with the exception of M1. In figure 7 an example
of the mentioned behaviour, obtained with a band pass filtering applied to the signal from 1 kHz to 14
kHz to highlight the presence of spikes is depicted.

Figure 7 – Spike occurrences example in MEMS microphone appearing in the time history.

The effect is appreciable when analyzing the audio signal, but disappears when signal integration is
performed to calculate Leq values, as shown in the next figure 8.

Figure 8 – Effect of signal integration on spikes.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
An assessment procedure to determine microphone performance decay when exposed to stressing

conditions has been developed and tested. The procedure involved the accomplishment of  hard stress
condition inside a salt spray chamber, with the aim of forcing the damage of components under test.
This procedure was found to be probably excessive, as the simulated stress conditions used may not be
representative of any real environmental condition.

Anyway, the results achieved show that the MEMS microphones have a better stability to salt spray
and some effects that could be used as markers of deterioration level were observed. These indicators,
not detectable with a standard acoustic calibration, could be used as an advanced method for the
diagnosis of the microphones health status and to predict when they have to be replaced.

A further step of the study should be carried out with the aim to better understand whether what
happens in a climatic chamber is representative of real long-term climatic conditions in urban and
suburban environment where the microphones will be used.
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